
July 4, 1979 
Dear Harold, 

This is about the Army documents of you sent with your letter of 6/10. 
I'll keep this confidential, as you requested, but I hope you'll release this 
stuff soon, so that various people can think about how to follow a it up. 

What is most interesting to me is that tax these are documents which 
the Army later destroyed. As I understand it, these copies were initially 
withheld by the FBI, for referral to the Army, and were sent to you just recently. 
Therefore, the mats context is not clear. When did the FBI get them? 
Specifically, what else is in 89-43-2381?? 

*The pages you as sent are labeled 2381A through 2381C. I would puma have guessed 
from the high numbers that they were not given to the FBI in 1963. When did 
the FBI get them, when and how? The FBI stamp is early December (3 or 8), 1963. 
So, why the '2381' number - did they have that many serials by then? 

If you can't have your files checked on this, I hope you can let me pass 
this on to Bob Ranftel, so he can check the FBI's copies. 

The pre-assassination (allegedly) phone call to the Silver Dollar war room 
is new to me. (And how did the Dallas Police know about it by Nov. 26?) 
If it wasn't Amoy the Army involved, I would just write it off as a bizarre 
coincidence. But maybe it isn't. 

In 2381B, what is new is that tk one of the men allegedly spotted sighting 
in a rifle on 11/20 fit Oswald's description, and that he had a car fitting 
the description of the car Oswald was driving!!!! That makes the whole silly 
story a It bit more serious. (The implication is that there was a conspirator with 
Oswald.) As the story about the men sighting the I rifle came out in the earlier 
FBI release, there was no attamtg attempt to link it with Oswald, and it seemed 
unimportant. XX (I agree with you that the AIB shouldn't have made a fuss over it.) 

2381C generally overlaps with ± the information from Stringfellow in the 
11/22 message to the U.S. Strike Command which you asked about. (Copy enclosed; 
see graf 9. This is item 1F in the Miscellaneous Records released at the Archives 
in 1973.) The big difference is that, at 5:15 on the 22nd, Stringfellow told 
the Army that Oswald had confessed to both murders! (On top of all the other 
false information.) 

I don't think the paragraph in this memo about how Mamantov got to be the 
translator adds any new details, but it doesim confirm the story, and it's 
interesting to have the contemporaneous record. 

The activity reflected in these pages strikes me as extremely sinister, 
and if there is any way of finding related FBI documents in their Dallas file, 
it's worth the effort. 

Extras copy enclosed for your comments. 
Sincerely, 

PLH 
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